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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models of competition between two populations give rise
to equations of great variety. Models in which space plays no role may take
the form of ordinary differential equations, or of delay differential equa-
tions. These equations may be nonautonomous if seasonal or diurnal
periodicities in the environment are important. Models for which space
plays an important role may take the form of advection-diffusion systems,
possibly including time delays or time-varying coefficients. In some cases,
discrete time systems arise directly from the model. See [Sm5] for a review,
the references of [Sm5], and [CJ1, CJ2, CHL, HsW, HSW1, Sm1, Sm6,
STW, SW1, SW2] for an admittedly biased sample of models.
Despite this variety of form, the analysis of mathematical models of two-
species competition has many common features, as was first noted by Hess
and Lazer [HL]. As each population density should be nonnegative, it is
natural to take its state space to be the positive cone in a suitable Banach
space. Then, for two-species competition, the appropriate state space is the
product space of the two cones. The dynamics may be described by a
mapping, for discrete time models, or by a semiflow, for continuous time
models, on the product space which preserves a natural order relation for
competition. Hess and Lazer exploit strong monotonicity, smoothness of
the mapping and the Krein–Rutman Theorem, applied to appropriate
linearizations, to give an abstract theory of discrete time competitive
dynamics. Later work of Hsu et al. [HWE] considers continuous time
competitive systems and uses the theory of monotone dynamical systems.
Hsu et al. [HSW2] take a more topological approach, relaxing the
smoothness hypotheses used by Hess and Lazer but retaining a strong
compactness assumption and the hypothesis that the positive cones have
non-empty interior. They show that either there exists a steady state repre-
senting coexistence of the populations or competitive exclusion holds.
Takácˇ [Ta2], using the theory of ejective fixed points and strong monoto-
nicity, gives sufficient conditions for all orbits of a discrete-time competi-
tive system initiating from the order interval determined by the two single-
population fixed points to converge to a fixed point. In this paper, we focus
our attention primarily on the dynamics of competition when one or more
coexistence steady states exist. Using the theory of monotone semiflows,
especially [ST1, ST2], we are able to reduce the compactness assumption
and, in most cases, to drop the hypothesis that the positive cones have
interior. For the so-called bi-stable case where a single saddle-point coexis-
tence steady state exists, we show that a ‘‘thin’’ separatrix separates the
basins of attraction of the two single-population steady states. See Iida
et al. [IMN] for a discussion of the separatrix for the diffusive Lotka–
Volterra model. If, on the other hand, both single-population steady states
are unstable in a weak sense, then we show that two, not necessarily
distinct, order-related coexistence steady states exist. These steady states
have substantial basins of attraction and, if they coincide, there is a unique
coexistence steady state. In the general case, each orbit approaches either
one of the single-population steady states or the order interval generated by
the two coexistence steady states and the omega limit set of the generic
orbit consists of equilibria.
In the applications it frequently occurs that a competitive system arises
as a limiting system for some other dynamical system which itself models
competition but does not possess the properties considered here. Competi-
tion between two microbial strains for a limiting nutrient is a notable
example [HsW, HSW1, Sm1, SW1, SW2, STW]. A ‘‘conservation law’’ for
total biomass implies that the weighted sum of microbial densities and
nutrient density equilibrates. Hence, asymptotically in time, the nutrient
equation may be eliminated. A similar situation occurs in a model of com-
peting strains of a sexually transmitted disease [CHL]. Therefore, we are
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motivated to treat the case of asymptotically autonomous semiflows which
are asymptotic as time tends to infinity to a limiting semiflow which has the
features of a competitive semiflow. Here, the goal is to determine what
dynamical features of the competitive semiflow can be lifted to the asymp-
totically autonomous one. One such feature, it is shown, is convergence to
one of the steady states.
The abstract setup for competition is described in the next section and
our main results are previewed. Subsequent sections provide proofs and
elaborations. A general discussion of our results is provided in a conclud-
ing section where an overview is given in case of at most one coexistence
equilibrium.
1. MAIN RESULTS
In this section we introduce some notation and standing assumptions
and preview some of our main results. For i=1, 2, let Xi be ordered
Banach spaces with positive cones X+i and denote by Int X
+
i , the interior
of X+i . We do not generally assume that X
+
i has nonempty interior. The
same symbol for the partial orders generated by the cones X+i are used. If
xi, x¯i ¥Xi, then we write xi [ x¯i if x¯i−xi ¥X+i , xi < x¯i if xi [ x¯i and
xi ] x¯i, and xi ° x¯i if x¯i−xi ¥ Int X+i . If xi, yi ¥Xi satisfies xi < yi, then
the order interval [xi, yi] is defined by [xi, yi]={u ¥Xi : xi [ u [ yi}. If
xi ° yi, then [[xi, yi]]={u ¥Xi : xi ° u° yi} is called an open order
interval. We use the same notation for the norm in both X1 and X2, namely
|| • ||.
Let X=X1×X2, X+=X
+
1 ×X
+
2 . X
+ is a cone in X with Int X+=
Int X+1 × Int X
+
2 (possibly empty). It generates the order relations [, <,°
in the usual way. In particular, if x=(x1, x2) and x¯=(x¯1, x¯2), then x [ x¯ if
and only if xi [ x¯i, for i=1, 2. For our purposes, the more important cone
is K=X+1 ×(−X
+
2 ) with (possibly empty) interior given by Int K=Int X
+
1
×(−Int X+2 ). It generates the partial order relations [K, <K, °K. In this
case,
x [K x¯. x1 [ x¯1 and x¯2 [ x2.
A similar statement holds with °K replacing [K and ° replacing [ .
We consider a closed convex subset C of X+ and let
C0={x=(x1, x2) ¥ C : xi > 0, i=1, 2},
C1={(x1, 0) ¥ C : x1 > 0},
C2={(0, x2) ¥ C : x2 > 0}.
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If x <K y, then [x, y]K={z ¥ C : x [K z [K y}. A set L is said to be
unordered if it does not contain distinct points related by <K . L is said to
be linearly ordered if x <K y or y <K x for any two distinct points x, y of L.
An inequality A [K B between two subsets A and B of X means that the
indicated inequality holds between any choice of elements from each set. If
x=(x1, x2) ¥X, then we define ||x||=||x1 ||+||x2 ||.
Assume that T: [0,.)×CQ C is a continuous semiflow. We write
Tt(x)=Ttx=T(t, x). The semiflow properties are (i) T0(x)=x for all
x ¥ C, and (ii) Tt p Ts=Tt+s for t, s \ 0. If x ¥ C then O(x)={Tt(x): t \ 0}
is called the positive orbit of T. Its omega limit set, w(x), is defined in the
usual way. An equilibrium is a point x for which O(x)={x}. We say that x
is a convergent point if w(x) is a singleton set. It is a quasi-convergent point
if w(x) consists of equilibria. Semiflow T is order preserving if Tt(x) [K
Tt(y) whenever x [K y and strictly order preserving if Tt(x) <K Tt(y) when-
ever x <K y. It is strongly order preserving on A, for some positively
invariant subset A … C, if it is order preserving and whenever x, y ¥ A and
x <K y, there exist relatively open sets U and V in A, x ¥ U and y ¥ V, and
t0 \ 0 such that Tt0 (U) [K Tt0 (V). An equilibrium x0 is locally attractive
from above(below) if there is a neighborhood U of x0 such that Tt(x)Q x0
as tQ. for all x ¥ U with x0 [K x(x [K x0). It is a uniform strong repeller
for set V if there exists e > 0 such that lim inftQ. ||Tt(x)−x0 || > e for all
x ¥ V.
We introduce the following assumptions. Assumptions (H0)–(H3) will
always be assumed to hold, while (H4) and (H5) will occasionally be
invoked.
(H0) E0=(0, 0) ¥ C. Further, if (x1, x2) ¥ C, then (x1, 0) ¥ C and
(0, x2) ¥ C.
(H1) T is strictly order preserving on C, TtC0 … C0, and T is strongly
order preserving on C0. For each x ¥ C, O(x) has compact closure in C.
(H2) The equilibria of T include: E0=(0, 0), and unique equilibria
E1=(xˆ1, 0) ¥ C1, and E2=(0, xˆ2) ¥ C2. E0 has a trivial basin of attraction:
if w(x)=E0 then x=E0.
(H3) Tt(C1) … C1 for all t \ 0 and Tt(x)Q E1 as tQ. for all x ¥ C1.
Symmetric conditions hold for T on C2 with globally attracting equilibrium
point E2.
(H4) There exists a unique equilibrium of T in C0 denoted by
E=(x¯1, x¯2) ¥ C0.
(H5) There exist x, z ¥ C1, t \ 0, and a relatively open set U in C1
such that E1 ¥ U and x [K Tt(U) [K z. Symmetric conditions hold for T on
C2 with equilibrium point E2.
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Remark. There are at least two scenarios in which (H5) holds for C1:
(a) T is strongly order preserving when restricted to the forward
invariant set C1 and there exists some w ¥ C1 such that E1 <K w.
(b) E1 ¥ Int C1.
The order interval
I — ([0, xˆ1]×[0, xˆ2]) 5 C=[E2, E1]K
plays a distinguished role in the theory. First, it is positively invariant by
(H1) and (H2). Furthermore, it attracts the orbits of all points because, for
each x=(x1, x2) ¥ C0, w(x) … I. Indeed, from the inequality (0, x2) <K
x <K (x1, 0) we have Tt(0, x2) <K Tt(x) <K Tt(x1, 0). Letting tQ. along a
sequence and using (H3) gives the result. In particular, all steady states
belong to I. We denote by
Bi={x: w(x)=Ei}
the basin of attraction of Ei, i=1, 2 and, if (H4) holds, let
B={x: w(x)=E}
be the basin of attraction of E.
We first consider the case that E is unstable and E1 and E2 are locally
attracting. In this case, we expect the existence of a ‘‘thin’’ separatrix
bounding the basins of attraction of the Ei.
Theorem 1. Let (H0)–(H4) hold. Suppose that E is an interior point of
C0 (in particular, X+ has nonempty interior) and there is a neighborhood U
of E in X with U … C0 such that Tt0 is a C
1 map in U, the spectral radius of
DxTt0 (E) is strictly greater than one for some positive t0, and the radius of its
essential spectrum is strictly less than one. Furthermore, assume that Bi con-
tains a neighborhood of Ei in C for i=1, 2. Let S=C0(B1 2 B2). Then:
(a) {x <K E} … B2; {x >K E} … B1.
(b) S is an unordered, positively invariant set consisting of E0, E, the
basin of attraction B and, possibly, a set of points which are not quasi-con-
vergent.
(c) B1 2 B2 is open and dense in C and, if X is finite dimensional, then
the Lebesgue measure of S is zero.
Remark 1. The set S is ‘‘thin.’’ Let w ¥K be nonzero and v ¥ C. As S
is unordered, there is at most one value of l such that v+lw ¥ S.
Consequently, the set S is ‘‘shy’’ in X in the sense of [HSY].
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Remark 2. The assumptions in Theorem 1 require information con-
cerning both the boundary equilibria and the coexistence equilibrium. If
(H5) holds and the semiflow is strongly order preserving on C0 2 {E1, E2},
the requirement that Bi contains a neighborhood of Ei in C for i=1, 2
automatically follows from the other assumptions. In turn, if E1 and E2 are
not uniform strong repellers for [E2, E1]K, the requirement that the spec-
tral radius of L=DxTt0 (E) is larger than 1 can be replaced by the
requirement that the spectral radius is different from 1 or that L is strongly
positive with respect to the cone K. See Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.
Remark 3. Observe that S=“Bi for i=1, 2, where the boundary is
taken relative to C. If we assume that T is strongly monotone on
Int I=[[E2, E1]]K, that is, for some t0 > 0, whenever E2 °K x <K y°K E1
then Tt0x°K Tt0y, and Tt0 (I) has compact closure in X, then S 5
[[E2, E1]]K is a codimension one, Lipschitz manifold in the coarser order
topology, normed in terms of an order unit. See Proposition 1.2 and 1.3 in
[Ta1]. If Tt0 is a C
1 map in [[E2, E1]]K with strongly positive derivatives
(L(K0{0}) … Int K) then it follows from a result of [Te] that S 5
[[E2, E1]]K is C1 in the order topology.
We now consider the case that both Ei are unstable. We then anticipate
that orbits starting in C0 5 [E2, E1]K will stay away from C1 2 {E0} 2 C2.
Theorem 2. Let (H0)–(H3) and (H5) hold. Assume that E1 is not locally
attractive from below and E2 is not locally attractive from above, that E1 and
E2 are isolated equilibria, and that E0 is an isolated compact invariant set in
C. Assume that T is strongly order preserving if restricted to the positively
invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2}.
Further assume that any order bounded monotone sequence of equilibria
has a limit.
Then there exist two (not necessarily different) equilibria Ec1 and E
c
2 such
that
E2 <K E
c
2 [K Ec1 <K E1.
Ec1 is the largest and E
c
2 the smallest equilibrium in C0 with respect to [K.
Let
D={x ¥ C0 : w(x)=Ec1 or w(x)=Ec2 or Ec1 <K w(x) <K Ec2}.
Then C0 … B1 2 B2 2 D, D is a relatively open set in C0 containing
C0 5 [E2, E1]K, and the set of quasi-convergent points is dense in C0. All
orbits starting in [Ec1 , E1]K 5 C0 converge to Ec1 , while all orbits starting in
[E2, E
c
2]K 5 C0 converge to Ec2 . Finally, if Bj 5 C0 is not empty, then Bj
contains a nonempty relatively open set U in C0.
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Obviously, if (H4) is assumed in Theorem 2, then Ec1=E
c
2 — E and
D=B is the basin of attraction of E.
In case the cones X+i are normal, i.e. there exists ki > 0 such that
0 [ x [ y in Xi implies ||x|| [ ki ||y|| for i=1, 2, then
dist([Ec2 , E
c
1]K, C0C0) \min {||xˆ2 ||/k2, ||x¯1 ||/k1} > 0,
where Ec1=(xˆ1, xˆ2) and E
c
2=(x¯1, x¯2). In this case, Theorem 2 implies
uniform persistence (see [Th2]) for orbits starting in C0 5 [E2, E1]K.
A compact invariant set M … C is called an isolated compact invariant set
in C, if there exists a relatively open subset U of C such that M is the only
compact invariant set contained in U. The hypothesis that E0 is an isolated
compact invariant set of C holds if, for example, there exists an open set U
in X containing E0 such that for each x ¥ U 5 C distinct from E0, there is a
t0 > 0 such that Tt0x ¨ U.
We remark that the hypothesis that any order bounded monotone
sequence of equilibria has a limit is satisfied if, for example, Tt [E2, E1]K is
compact for some t.
When the Ej possess local center-stable manifolds which are graphs of
functions, then we can improve the conclusion of Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Further
assume that C has nonempty interior and either Int C is dense in C0 or that
Tt(C0) … Int C for all large t. Assume that, for j=1, 2, there are tj > 0 and
neighborhoods Uj of Ej in X such that Ttj can be extended to Uj and is con-
tinuously differentiable on Uj with the essential spectral radius of the deriva-
tive Lj — DxTtj (Ej) being strictly less than 1 and its spectral radius exceeding
one.
Then C0 … D and any positive orbit starting at a point x ¥ C0, x [K Ec2 ,
converges to Ec2 , while any positive orbit starting at a point x ¥ C0, x \K Ec1 ,
converges to Ec1 .
Remark 4. The hypothesis that the spectral radius of Lj exceed one,
j=1, 2, in Corollary 3 can be weakened as described in Remark 2.
In many applications, one obtains a competitive system as a limiting
system from a non-autonomous dynamical system.
A non-autonomous semiflow on X+ is a continuous map F: D×X+QX+,
D={(t, s): 0 [ s [ t <.}, satisfying
F(t, s, F(s, r, x))=F(t, r, x), t \ s \ r \ 0,
and
F(s, s, x)=x.
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We define the omega limit set of an orbit {F(t, s, x): t \ s} exactly as for
the autonomous case.
Following [Th1], we say that F is asymptotically autonomous with limit
semiflow T: [0,.)×X+QX+ if
F(tj+sj, sj, xj)Q Tt(x), jQ.
for any three sequences tj Q t, sj Q., and xj Q x, where xj, x ¥X+ and
tj, t \ 0.
We consider the situation
(H6) where all w-limit sets of the asymptotically autonomous
semiflow F on X+ are contained in a closed convex subset C of X+ which
is positively invariant under the limit semiflow T with (H0)–(H3) being
satisfied.
We naturally ask whether the limiting behavior of its orbits mimics that
for T. In general this will not be true (see [MST, Th3]), but in case that the
hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold for T we establish the following.
Corollary 4. Add to the assumptions of Theorem 2 that the basins of
attraction of E1 and E2 do not contain open sets in C0, e.g., add the assump-
tions of Corollary 3. Then every pre-compact forward orbit of an asymptoti-
cally autonomous semiflow on X+ satisfying (H6) with limit semiflow T
approaches either E0, E1, E2, or [E
c
2 , E
c
1]K.
Similar results are true for both the bi-stable case (Theorem 1) and in the
case when competitive exclusion holds for the dynamics of T. In Theorem
4.5 we show that the omega limit set w of an asymptotically autonomous
semiflow with limit semiflow T satisfying the conclusions of Theorem 1
satisfies w={E1} or w={E2} or w … S. If there are no equilibria of T in
C0, then it follows that all orbits of T in [E2, E1]K converge to E1 or all
such orbits converge to E2 (see [HSW2] or Proposition 3.6). In this case,
Theorem 4.2 implies that all precompact orbits of an asymptotically auto-
nomous semiflow with limit semiflow T converges to one of E0, E1, or E2.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we assume (H0)–(H4) hold. The following lemma is used
in the proof of Theorem 1. See Proposition 3.6 of [Sm2] for a similar
version and Theorem 2.10 in [Sm3] for a finite dimensional version when
E is hyperbolic.
Lemma 2.1. Under the hypotheses of the Theorem 1, B is unordered.
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Proof. There exists a local, center-stable manifold, Wcs(E), of E which
is the graph of a Lipschitz function over the center-stable subspace of
DxTt0 (E). See Theorem III.8 and note exercise III.2 of [Sh]. Also, there
exists a neighborhood O … U of E such that if Tnt0x ¥ O for all integers
n \ 0, then x ¥Wcs. Note that nt0, n a positive integer, may replace t0 in the
hypotheses of the Theorem so we may assume that t0 is as large as
required.
Suppose that x, y ¥ B satisfy x <K y. If z satisfies x <K z <K y, then the
strong order preserving property implies there exists t1 > 0 and an open
neighborhood V of z in C0 such that Tt1x [K Tt1V [K Tt1y. By a standard
comparison, V … B, i.e., B has nonempty interior in C0. Since t1 can be
chosen larger, we may assume that t1=t0. Using the strict order preserv-
ing property, we may assume that x, y ¥ O and Tt[x, y]K … O for all
t \ 0. Furthermore, we may assume that V is open in X and V … O so
Tnt0V … Tnt0[x, y]K … O for all integers n \ 0. It follows that V …W
cs(E).
We have a contradiction since Wcs(E) (or any graph) cannot contain an
open set. L
Proof of Theorem 1. We observe that B1 is open and contains all points
(x1, 0) with x1 ] 0; similarly for B2. S is a closed set containing E0, E, and
B. Furthermore, if x1 <K x2 belong to S, then the line segment joining them
belongs to S. Indeed, if z ¥ L does not belong to S, then z ¥ Bi for some i,
say i=1, implying, by comparison (x1 <K z <K x2), that x2 ¥ B1, a contra-
diction. S is forward invariant for Tt and Tt is strongly order preserving on
S since S0{E0} … C0. Finally, if x ¥ S is a quasi-convergent point, then
either x=0 or x is convergent and w(x)=E.
We can apply Theorem 3.5 of [ST2] to the strongly order preserving
semiflow Tt: SQ S, even though we do not make the hypotheses (I), (J),
(M), (D), (S), because the stronger form of the improved Limit Set Dicho-
tomy of [ST2], used in the proof of Theorem 3.5, automatically follows
from the weaker version in [ST1] for Tt, restricted to S, because every
quasiconvergent point of Tt is convergent. Hence, if J is any nontrivial
linearly ordered line segment in S, then the set of points of J that are not
convergent points is at most countable. By Lemma 2.1, B is unordered.
Thus, J contains at most one point of B. But no point of J can converge to
E0, so J can contain at most one convergent point because the only equili-
bria in S are E0 and E. This contradiction (J is uncountable) proves that S
contains no nontrivial linearly ordered line segments and hence is
unordered.
If x ¥ S is distinct from E0 and if J is a linearly ordered line segment
centered at x (x is an interior point of J), then, according to the previous
paragraph, J0{x} … B1 2 B2. Thus, B1 2 B2 is dense in C. If X is finite
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dimensional, then the Lebesgue measure of S is zero by the Fubini
Theorem.
Finally, if x <K E, then x ¥ B1 2 B2 since S is unordered and E ¥ S. If
x ¥ B1 then so is E by comparison. Thus, x ¥ B2. L
3. THEOREM 1 REVISITED, PROOF OF THEOREM 2,
AND COMPETITIVE EXCLUSION
Assumptions (H0)–(H3) are assumed to hold throughout this section.
We begin with some preliminary results. Strict or strong order preserving
properties of T are not needed in Proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.1. Assume (H5) as well. Then the following hold:
(a) For every compact set M in C1 2 {E0} there exists some t \ 0 and
x ¥ C1 such that Tt(M) [K x. For every compact set M … C2 2 {E0} there
exists some t \ 0 and y ¥ C2 such that y [K Tt(M). For every compact set in
M … Ci there exists some t \ 0 and x, y ¥ Ci such that x [K Tt(M) [K y,
i=1, 2.
(b) For every compact set M in C there exist u ¥ C2, v ¥ C1 and t \ 0
such that u [K Tt(M) [K v.
(c) {Ei} is the only compact invariant set in Ci.
(d) Every compact invariant set in C is contained in [E2, E1]K.
Proof. (a) Using (H5) choose x, z ¥ C1, t \ 0, and a relatively open set
U in C1 such that E1 ¥ U and x [K Tt(U) [K z. By monotonicity, Ts(x) [K
Tt+s(U) [K Ts(z) for all s \ 0. For every y ¥ C1, by (H3), there exists some
ty \ 0 such that Tty (y) ¥ U. By continuity, there exists a relatively open set
Vy in C1 such that y ¥ Vy and Tty (Vy) ¥ U. So Ts(x) [K Tt+s+ty (Vy) [K Ts(z)
for all s \ 0. (Vy−y) 5 (C1 2 {E0}) is a neighborhood of E0 in C1 and, by
monotonicity, Tt+s+ty ((Vy−y) 5 (C1 2 {E0})) [K Ts(z) for all s \ 0. So, for
every y ¥ C1 2 {E0}, there exists a relatively open set Vy and some sy \ 0
such that Ts+sy (Vy) [K Ts(z) for all s \ 0. If M is a compact subset of
C1 2 {E0}, we find relative open sets V1, ..., Vk and t1, ..., tk \ 0 such that
Ts+tj (Vj) [K Ts(z) for all s \ 0, j=1, ..., k, and M …1kj=1 Vj. Since E1
attracts all points in C1, there exists some s0 \ 0 such that Ts(z) ¥ U for all
s \ s0, so Ts(z) [K z for s \ s1 — s0+t. Hence Ts+tj (Vj) [K z for all s \ s1,
j=1, ..., k. Let s¯=s1+t1+·· · tk. Then Ts¯(Vj) [K z for all j=1, ..., k and
so Ts¯(M) [K z.
The other statements in (a) are proved similarly.
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(b) Let pi be the projections of C into Ci 2 {E0}. Then
p2(y) [K y [K p1(y) -y ¥M,
and pi(M) are compact sets in Ci 2 {E0}. By (a) there exist s, t \ 0,
x ¥ C2, z ¥ C1 such that
x [K Ts(p2(M)), Tt(p1(M)) [K z.
By monotonicity and the inequalities above,
Tt(x) [K Ts+t(M) [K Ts(z)
and u=Tt(x) ¥ C2, v=Ts(z) ¥ C1.
(c) Let M be compact and invariant in Ci. By (a) we find
x ¥ C1, z ¥ C1 and t \ 0 such that x [K Tt(M) [K z. By monotonicity of T
and invariance of M, Ts(x) [K M [K Ts(z) for all s \ 0. Since Ts(x)Q E1
and Ts(z)Q E1 as sQ., M={E1}. A similar argument applies to C2.
(d) By (b) we find x ¥ C2, z ¥ C1 and t \ 0 such that x [K Tt(M) [K z.
By monotonicity of T and invariance of M, Ts(x) [K M [K Ts(z) for all
s \ 0. Since Ts(x)Q E2 and Ts(z)Q E1 as sQ., M … [E1, E2]K. L
Theorem 3.2. Assume (H5) as well. Let u0 <K v0 be two equilibria in
C0 2 {E1, E2}. In case u0=E2 and v0=E1, assume that E0 is an isolated
compact invariant set. Assume that T is strongly order preserving if restricted
to the forward invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2}.
Then one of the following holds:
(i) v0 is a uniform strong repeller for ([u0, v0]K 0{v0}) 5 C0 and u0 is
locally attractive from above. All orbits beginning in ([u0, v0]K 0{v0}) 5 C0
converge to u0.
(ii) u0 is a uniform strong repeller for ([u0, v0]K 0{u0}) 5 C0 and v0 is
locally attractive from below. All orbits beginning in ([u0, v0]K 0{u0}) 5 C0
converge to v0.
(iii) u0 is locally attractive from above and v0 is locally attractive from
below.
(iv) There exists an equilibrium in [u0, v0]K 5 C0 distinct from u0 and v0.
Possibility (iii) implies possibility (iv) if [u0, v0]K is bounded and Tt is
condensing on [u0, v0]K for all t > 0.
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Proof. Let J be the linearly ordered arc ru0+(1−r) v0, 0 [ r [ 1, con-
necting u0 and v0. This arc lies completely in (C0 2 {E1, E2}) 5 [u0, v0]K
=: Y. Because T is order preserving and C0 is positively invariant (H1), Y
is positively invariant. We claim that the omega limit set of each of its
points is contained in Y. To see this, first observe that any omega limit
point of a point of Y must belong to [u0, v0]K because the latter is closed
and by the monotonicity of T. If either u0 or v0 belongs to C0, then
E0 ¨ [u0, v0]K, so E0 cannot be an omega limit point of any point of Y. If
u0=E2 and v0=E1, then we argue that E0 cannot belong to an omega limit
set of a point of Y using the Butler–McGehee lemma (Proposition 4.1 in
[Th2]) and the hypothesis that {E0} is an isolated compact invariant set.
Indeed, w(x) ] {E0} by (H2), so if E0 ¥ w(x), then there must exist
y ¥ w(x) distinct from E0 such that w(y)={E0}, a contradiction to (H2).
Therefore, we conclude that E0 cannot belong to the omega limit set of a
point of Y. If an omega limit set w of a point of Y were to contain a point
belonging to C1, then w 5 C1 would be a compact and invariant subset of
C1. By Proposition 3.1, w 5 C1={v0}. Similar reason shows that w can
contain no point of C2 other than E2. It follows that the omega limit set of
a point of Y is a subset of Y. Further T is strongly order preserving on Y.
Let us exclude possibility (iv). Applying Theorem 3.5 in [ST2] to Tt,
restricted to Y (which contains at most two equilibria), all but countably
many points in J are convergent points. By a comparison argument, there
can be at most one nonconvergent point so we have the following three
cases:
(i) All orbits starting on J0{v0} converge to u0. Let u0 <K x <K v0,
x ¥ C0. Then there exist relatively open sets U, V in C0 2 {E1, E2} and
t0 > 0 such that u0 ¥ U, v0 ¥ V and Tt0 (U) [K Tt0x [K Tt0 (V). Since V is
relatively open, there exists some w ¥ J 5 V, w <K v0. By comparison with
T(t) wQ u0, T(t)(U)Q u0, T(t) xQ u0 as tQ.. Thus, u0 is locally attrac-
tive from above. Recall that, if u0=E2, we already know that it is globally
attracting for C2. Obviously v0 is a uniform strong repeller for C0 5
[u0, v0]K.
(ii) All orbits starting on J0{u0} converge to v0. The proof is anal-
ogous to (i).
(iii) There exists w in J0{u0, v0} such that w(x)={u0} for all
x ¥ J, x < w and w(x)={v0} for all x ¥ J, x >K w. Since T is strongly order
preserving on C0 2 {E1, E2}, u0 is locally attractive from above and v0 is
locally attractive from below, in C0 2 {E1, E2} by an argument similar to
case (i). Recalling that the boundary equilibria are attracting in the part of
the ‘‘boundary’’ they lie in, u0 is locally attractive from above and v0 is
locally attractive from below, in [u0, v0]K.
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If Tt is condensing for all t > 0 and [u0, v0]K ] [E2, E1]K is bounded, the
same proof as in Proposition 3.7 in [ST1] shows that there exists an equi-
librium in [u0, v0] distinct from u0 and v0. The assumption of boundedness
of [u0, v0]K allows us to drop the assumption of normality in the above
mentioned proof. If [u0, v0]K=[E2, E1]K=I is bounded and Tt is con-
densing on I for each t > 0, then the proof of Proposition 3.7 in [ST1] can
be modified to show that there exists an equilibrium other than E0, E1, E2
in I. The first modification in that proof is to require that E0 (as well as
u0 — E2 and v0 — E1) belong to each closed convex set K in the family q.
(We use notation of the proof of Proposition 3.7 in [ST1] here; in particu-
lar, K represents closed convex subsets of I in that proof and not the cone
X1×(−X2).) We will show below that E0 is a uniform strong repeller for
I0{E0}, so there exists d > 0 such that lim inftQ. ||Tt(x)−E0 || > d for all
x ¥ I0{E0}. Therefore, E0 is an ejective fixed point of Tt0 on K in the sense
that if B(E0)={x ¥K : ||x−E0 || < d/2}, then for each x ¥ B(E0) distinct
from E0, there exists a positive integer n such that Tnt0 (x) ¨ B(E0). We may
choose d so small that B(E0) has empty intersection with B(u0) and B(v0).
Furthermore, as E0 is an extreme point of I, it is also an extreme point of
the convex set K … I. Therefore, by a result of Nussbaum [Nu2], the fixed
point index i(Tt0 , B(E0))=0. The argument in [ST1] using the additivity of
the fixed point index now implies the existence of a fixed point of Tt0
belonging to K0(B(u0) 2 B(v0) 2 B(E0)). Clearly, this fixed point is dis-
tinct from E0, E1, E2. Now the argument in [ST1] continues unchanged,
keeping in mind that the radii of the balls B(u0), B(v0), B(E0) are inde-
pendent of t0 > 0, establishing the existence of an equilibrium for T in
[E2, E1]K distinct from E0, E1, E2.
It remains only to show that E0 is a uniform strong repeller for I0{E0}.
Let r > 0 and let A0 be the omega-limit set of I under the condensing map
Tr. If follows from [Ha], Lemma 2.3.5, and Corollary 2.2.4, that A0 is non-
empty, compact, invariant, and attracts I under Tr. In particular
Tkj rxj Q A0 as jQ., for all sequences (xj) in I and (kj) ¥ N such that
kj Q. as jQ.. Let (tj) be a sequence in [0,.), tj Q. as jQ., and
(yj) a sequence in I. Then tj=kjr+sj with kj ¥ N, kj Q., and sj ¥ [0, r).
Now
Ttjyj=Tkj r(Tsjyj)Q A0
because xj=Tsjyj ¥ I. In the following we use the terminology of [Th2], in
particular of Section 4.2. We have just shown that condition C4.2 in [Th2]
is satisfied for I. Set I2={E0} and I1=I0I2. Since I2 is an isolated
compact invariant set of I by assumption, it is an isolated covering of itself.
Further, by (H2), I2 is a weak repeller for I1. Theorem 4.6 in [Th2] implies
that I2 is a uniform strong repeller for I1. L
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By assuming the strong order preserving property on C0 2 {E1, E2}
rather than only on C0, we may drop the assumption that Bi contains a
neighborhood of Ei, i=1, 2, in Theorem 1 because it is a consequence of
the stronger assumption.
Theorem 3.3. Let (H0)–(H5) hold and T be strongly order preserving on
C0 2 {E1, E2}. Suppose that E is an interior point of C0 (in particular X+
and K have nonempty interior) and there is a neighborhood U of E in X with
U … C0 such that Tt0 is a C
1 map in U and the radius of the essential spectrum
of DxTt0 (E) is strictly less than one for some positive t0. Then the assertions
(a), (b), and (c) in Theorem 1 hold, if at least one of the following two
assumptions is satisfied:
(i) The spectral radius of DxTt0 (E) is strictly greater than one.
(ii) E is not locally attractive from above or from below, and the
spectral radius of DxTt0 (E) is different from one.
Sometimes it is easier to check the stability of the boundary equilibria
than of the interior equilibrium. So we mention that E is not locally
attractive from above or below (see (ii)) under the assumptions of this
theorem, if E1 and E2 are not uniform strong repellers for [E2, E1]K and Tt
is condensing for all t > 0. (See Theorem 3.2.)
Proof. Applying Theorem 3.2 to u0=E2, v0=E and u0=E, v0=E1, in
case (ii) above implies that all orbits starting in [E2, E]K 0{E} converge to
E2, while all orbits starting in [E, E1]K 0{E} converge to E1. This implies
that the spectral radius of DxTt0 (E) is greater than 1 also under assumption
(ii). All assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied, once we show that Bi
contains a neighborhood of Ei for i=1, 2.
Since T is strongly order preserving on C˜=C0 2 {E1, E2}, there exists
an open subset U ¨ E1 and some r > 0 such that Tr(U 5 C˜) \K Tr(x),
x=(1/2)(E1+E). By monotonicity, the inequality holds for all t \ r. Since
TtxQ E1 as tQ., we have w(y) \K E1 for all y ¥ U 5 C˜. But w(y) …
[E2, E1]K for all y ¥ C and so w(y)={E1} for all y ¥ U 5 C˜. If the open
set U is chosen small enough to be disjoint from {E0} 2 C2, we also have
w(y)={E1} for all y ¥ U 5 C1 by (H3) and thus for all y ¥ U 5 C. In other
words, U 5 C … B1. Similarly we show that B2 contains a neighborhood
of E2. L
Remark. In many applications additional information is available to
rule out that the spectral radius of DxTt0 (E) equals one. So let us assume
that the spectral radius of DxTt0 (E) equals one. A Krein–Rutman type
result by Nussbaum [Nu1] implies that 1 is an eigenvalue of DxTt0 (E) with
an eigenvector in K0{E0}. Let us assume in addition that Tt is differen-
tiable at E for all t \ 0. Then the linear operators TŒ(t)=DxTt(E) form a
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semigroup on X under which the cone K is forward invariant. It does not
follow from our assumptions, but will turn out to be the case in many
applications that TŒ(t) is a C0-semigroup; so let us assume that this is the
case and let A denote the infinitesimal generator of TŒ. By the spectral
mapping theorem for C0-semigroups, 0 is an eigenvalue of A with an
eigenvector v in K0{E0}. In many applications, already this can be shown
to be incompatible with E being a fixed point of T, or to be not generic.
Under additional assumptions, the case where the spectral radius equals
one is treated in our next result.
Theorem 3.4. Assume (H0)–(H5) and T to be strongly order preserving
on C0 2 {E1, E2}. Let the unique coexistence equilibrium E be an interior
point of C0 (i.e., X+ and K have nonempty interior), and assume that there is
a neighborhood U of E in X with U … C0 such that Tt0 is a C
1 map in U and
the radius of the essential spectrum of the derivative L=DxTt0 (E) is strictly
less than one for some positive t0. Assume that the K-positive operator L is
strongly K-positive, i.e., for every u ¥K0{E0} there exists some n ¥ N such
that Lnu ¥ Int K.
Finally assume that E is not locally attractive from above or from below.
Then the assertions (a), (b), and (c) in Theorem 1 hold.
Again we mention that the assumption of E being not locally attractive
from above or from below follows under the other assumptions of this
theorem, if E1 and E2 are not uniform strong repellers for [E2, E1]K and Tt
is condensing for every t > 0.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.3 we learn that the spectral radius
of L is greater than or equal to one. If it is strictly greater than one, the
assertion follows from Theorem 3.3. So we assume that the spectral radius
of L is one. From the preceding remark we learn that 1 is an eigenvalue of
L with an eigenvector v in K. It follows from Theorem 2.10 and Theorem
2.13 in [Kr] that 1 is a simple eigenvalue of L with one-dimensional eigen-
space and that all other eigenvalues of L have their absolute values strictly
less than 1. Since the radius of the essential spectral of L is strictly less than
one, there exists some p ¥ (0, 1) such that all spectral values of L different
from one have their absolute values in [0, p). Further the eigenvector v ¥K
lies in Int K. The above implies that there exists a projection P which
commutes with L and an eigenvector vg ¥Kg of Lg such that
Ovg, vP=1, x=Ovg, xP v+Px -x ¥X,
and
||LnPx|| [Mpn ||x|| -x ¥X
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with some appropriate number M> 0. Further, since v ¥ Int K, there exists
some c > 0 such that −c ||x|| v [K x [K c ||x|| v for x ¥X.
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that all orbits starting in [E2, E]K 0{E}
converge to E2, while all orbits starting in [E, E1]K 0{E} converge to E1.
Using the strong order preserving property, E1 [K w(x) for every E <K x
and w(x) [K E2 for every x <K E. Since w(x) ¥ [E2, E1]K for all x ¥ C, we
have that all orbits starting at some x <K E converge to E2, while all orbits
starting at some x >K E converge to E1.
Now let x ¥ B. By the chain rule, Tnt0 is differentiable at E with derivative
Ln. So there exists some function kn defined in a neighborhood Wn of E0
such that
Tnt0x−E=L
n(x−E)+||x−E|| kn(x−E) -x ¥ E+Wn,
kn(y)Q 0, yQ 0.
Then, using Lv=v,
Tnt0x−E=Ov
g, x−EP v+LnP(x−E)+||x−E|| kn(x−E)
\K Ovg, x−EP v−c ||LnP(x−E)|| v−c ||x−E|| ||kn(x−E)|| v
\K (Ovg, x−EP−cMpn ||x−E||−c ||x−E|| ||kn(x−E)||) v.
A similar inequality may be obtained with \K replaced by [K and −
replaced by + in front of the two terms with factor c. We conclude that for
every e > 0 there is a d > 0 such that
|Ovg, x−EP| [ e ||x−E|| whenever x ¥ B, 0 < ||x−E|| < d.
Otherwise, by choosing first n large and then d > 0 small, and assuming
that Ovg, x−EP > e ||x−E||, we can achieve that 0 <K Tnt0x−E for some
x ¥ B, which means that TtxQ E1 as tQ., contradicting x ¥ B. Similarly
we deal with the case that Ovg, x−EP < − e ||x−E||. Now
||Tnt0x−E|| [ |Ov
g, x−EP| ||v||+||LnP(x−E)||+||x−E|| ||kn(x−E)||.
Hence, for e > 0 we find d > 0 such that for x ¥ B and 0 < ||x−E|| < d, we
have x ¥ E+Wn and
||Tnt0x−E|| [ e ||v|| ||x−E||+Mp
n ||x−E||+||x−E|| ||kn(x−E)||.
Choosing e > 0 small enough and n large enough and finally d > 0 small
enough,
||Tnt0x−E|| [
1
2 ||x−E||, whenever ||x−E|| < d, x ¥ B.
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This means that, for x ¥ B and large t, Ttx is in the local strongly stable
manifold of the map Tt0 at E which is a Lipschitz graph and so does not
contain open sets [Sh, Theorem III.8 and Exercise III.2]. A similar argu-
ment as in Lemma 2.1 shows that B is unordered and the proof now pro-
ceeds as the proof of Theorem 1. L
Remark. If Ttx is differentiable in x at E for all t \ 0 and the deriva-
tives TŒ(t) define a C0-semigroup with infinitesimal generator A, there may
be alternative assumptions that are easier to check than the strong positi-
vity of L. Since the radius of the essential spectrum of DxTt0 (E) is strictly
smaller than one, TŒ is essentially norm-continuous [Th4] and the eigen-
value 0 of A has finite algebraic multiplicity. Recall that under the
assumptions of Theorem 3.4, the open interior of K is not empty. Let
us assume that for every u ¥K there exists some l > 0 such that
(l−A)−1 u ¥ Int K. It follows that 0 is a first order pole of the resolvents of
A with a one-dimensional eigenspace that is spanned by an eigenvector
v ¥ Int K. Theorem 3.4 in [Th4] implies that there are M, d > 0 and an
eigenvector vg ¥Kg of Ag associated with 0 such that
Ovg, vP=1, ||TŒ(t) x−Ovg, xP v|| [M ||x|| e−dt -t \ 0, x ¥X.
This means we are in the same situation as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
Alternatively let us assume that the ordered Banach spaces X1 and X2
are Banach lattices. Then X with cone K is a Banach lattice as well, where
|(x1, x2)|K=(|x1 |, −|x2 |). If TŒ is an irreducible semigroup (or equivalently
the resolvents of A are irreducible), 0 is a first order pole of the resolvent of
A with a one-dimensional eigenspace which is spanned by an eigenvector
v ¥ Int K. See de Pagter [Pa1, Proposition 7.6], Heijmans [Hei, Theorem
8.17], and de Pagter [Pa2, Proposition A.2.10]. Again we have the
asymptotic behavior of TŒ that makes the proof of Theorem 3.4 work.
Proof of Theorem 2. A similar argument to that given in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 establishes that for each x ¥ C0 2 {E1, E2}, w(x) … C0 2
{E1, E2}.
Let J be the ordered arc xr=(1−r) E2+rE1, 0 [ r [ 1. The same
proof as in Theorem 3.5 in [ST2] shows that all but countably many
points in J are quasi-convergent points. Since E1 is not locally attractive
from below, w(xr) <K E1 for all r ¥ [0, 1). In fact, w(xr) [K E1 by the limit
set dichotomy of [ST1] and if E1 ¥ w(xr) [K E1, then w(xr)={E1} by the
nonordering of limit sets [ST1]. But if w(xr)={E1}, then the strong order
preserving property implies that E1 is locally attracting from below, a con-
tradiction. Hence, w(xr) <K E1. Since E1 is an isolated equilibrium and
because 0 [ r < s [ 1 implies that w(xr) [K w(xs) by the limit set dicho-
tomy, 1r ¥ [0, 1) w(xr) is bounded away from E1. For if not, there exists a
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sequence {xn} with xn ¥ w(xrn ) for rn ¥ [0, 1). As all but countably many
points of J are quasiconvergent, we may use the limit set dichotomy to
choose 1 > r −n > rn so that r
−
n+1 > r
−
n and yn ¥ w(xr −n ) such that yn is an equi-
librium. Then xn <K yn and E2 [K yn <K yn+1 <K E1. By our hypothesis,
{yn} must converge and the inequality above implies that yn Q E1, contra-
dicting that E1 is an isolated equilibrium.
By the limit set dichotomy there are two cases:
Case 1. There exists some r1 ¥ (0, 1) such that w(xr)=w(xr1 ) for all
r ¥ [r1, 1) and w(xr1 ) consists of equilibria. We set w1=w(xr1 ) in this case.
In fact, w1 consists of a single equilibrium. If E ¥ w1, then E <K E1 and
the strong order preserving property implies the existence of a neigh-
borhood U of E1 in C0 2 {E1, E2} and t0 \ 0 such that E=TtE [K Tt(U)
for t \ t0. As xr ¥ U for r near 1, we conclude from the limit set dichotomy
that E [K w1=w(xr1 ). By the nonordering of limit sets (see [ST1]),
w1={E}.
Case 2. For every r ¥ (0, 1) there exists some s ¥ (r, 1) such that
w(xr) <K w(xs).
Because all but countably many of the points xr are quasi-convergent, we
can find a sequence 1 > rj q 1, jQ., such that w(xrj ) consists of equilibria
and w(xri ) <K w(xrj ) for j > i. Pick equilibria E˜j from w(xrj ), these form a
strictly increasing sequence that is order bounded by E2 and E1 and
bounded away from E1 and E2. We let w1 be the singleton consisting of the
limit of this sequence which exists by our hypothesis. It is easy to see that
w1 does not depend on the choice of the sequences rj and E˜j, and w1 <K E1.
In Cases 1 and 2, we define Ec1 by w1={E
c
1}.
(a) We show that all orbits starting in [Ec1 , E1]K 5 C0 converge to Ec1 .
Let x ¥ C0 satisfy x ¥ [Ec1 , E1]K. Then there exists an open set W in
C0 2 {E1, E2} and some t1 \ 0 such that E1 ¥W and Ec1 [K Tt(x) [K Tt(W)
for all t \ t1. Now xr ¥W for r ¥ (0, 1) that are close enough to 1, and
Ec1 [K Tt(x) [K Tt(xr) for all t \ t1 for r ¥ (0, 1) close enough to 1. By the
limit set dichotomy, Ec1 [K w(x) [K w(xr) holds for each r ¥ (0, 1) being
close enough to 1. Both in case 1 and case 2 we have Ec1 [K w(x) [K
w1={E
c
1}. Obviously, w(x)={E
c
1}.
Similarly we find w2 … [E2, E1]K, E2 < w2 < E1, and consisting of a
single equilibrium denoted by Ec2 , such that all orbits starting in [E2, E
c
2]K
converge to Ec2 .
(b) We show that D ` C0 5 [E2, E1]K.
Let x ¥ C0, E2 <K x <K E1. Then there exist open set W in C and some
t1 \ 0 such that E1 ¥W, and Tt(x) [K Tt(W) -t \ t1. Again xr ¥W for
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r ¥ (0, 1) close enough to 1. By the limit set dichotomy, w(x) [K w(xr) for
r ¥ (0, 1) close enough to 1. Both in case 1 and case 2, we have that
w(x) [K w1={Ec1}.
Since an analogous statement holds forw2, we have thatw(x) … [Ec2 , Ec1]K
for all x ¥ [E2, E1]K 5 C0. In other words: D ` C0 5 [E2, E1]K.
(c) We show that D is relatively open in C0.
Let x ¥ D. Then E2 <K w(x) <K E1 and w(x) … C0. Since T is strongly
order preserving on C0 2 {E1, E2}, we find t1 \ 0 and relatively open
sets U, V, W in C0 2 {E1, E2} such that E2 ¥ U, w(x) … V, E1 ¥W and
Tt(U) [K Tt(V) [K Tt(W) for all t \ t1. Choose u ¥ U, w ¥W, u, w ¥ C0 5
[E2, E1]K. Then u, w ¥ D and, by the limit set dichotomy, for every v ¥ V,
w(v)=w(u) or w(v)=w(w) or w(u) <K w(v) <K w(w), so v ¥ D. Thus
V … D. Since V is relatively open and contains w(x), Tt(x) ¥ V for some
t > 0. Let V˜=T−1t (V). Then V˜ is a relatively open neighborhood of x and
V˜ … D.
(d) We show that C0 … B1 2 B2 2 D.
Let x ¥ C0. Then w(x) … [E2, E1]K. Suppose that w(x) 5 C0 ]”. Then,
by (b), w(x) 5 D ]”. Since D is relatively open, Tt(x) ¥ D for some t > 0.
Since w(x)=w(Tt(x)), x ¥ D by the definition of D.
So we can assume that w(x) … C1 2 C2 2 {E0}. But w(x) … C0 2 {E1, E2}
by the first paragraph of the proof so by the connectedness of w(x) we
conclude that x ¥ B1 2 B2.
It follows from (d) that E1 is the largest and E2 the smallest equilibrium
in C0 with respect to [K .
Finally assume that E1 attracts a point x=(x1, x2) ¥ C0. Then (x1, x2) <K
(x1, (1/2) x2) <K (x1, 0). Since T is strongly order preserving on C0 2
{E1, E2}, there exist an open neighborhood U of (x1, (1/2) x2) in C0 and
some t0 > 0 such that Ttx [K Tt(U) for all t \ t0. By comparison, for every
u ¥ U, E1 [K w(u), i.e., w(u) … C1. By Proposition 3.1, w(u)={E1}. Thus,
U … B1. The same proof as in Theorem 3.5 of [ST2] implies that the qua-
siconvergent points are dense in C0. L
Proof of Corollary 3. We argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Under
our assumptions the local center-stable manifold of the fixed point Ej of Ttj
is a graph (see Theorem III.8 and note exercise III.2 of [Sh]) and so
cannot contain open sets. If B1 contains a point of C0, then by the final
paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2 it must contain a relatively open set
U in C0. In fact, returning to the argument in that last paragraph and using
strict monotonicity, we may assume that U is contained in an arbitrarily
small neighborhood of E1 by replacing x by Tnt1x for large enough n. If
Int C is dense in C0, then U contains a point of Int C so we may replace U
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by an X-open set V … U. If TtC0 … Int C for all large t then we may assume
that x ¥ Int C and so U may be taken to be open in X. In either case, we
have that the local center-stable manifold of E1 for the map Tt0 must
contain an open subset of X, a contradiction. Therefore, B1 contains no
point of C0. Similarly for B2. By Theorem 2, we conclude that C0 … D.
Let x ¥ C0, x [K Ec2 . Then w(x) … [Ec2 , Ec1]K and, by monotonicity,
w(x) [K Ec2 , so w(x) is the singleton consisting of Ec2 . The convergence
statement concerning Ec1 follows analogously. L
If (H4) holds, Theorem 3.2 restricts the possible dynamics on the order
intervals [E2, E]K and [E, E1]K. If we assume that for each interval, at
most one of the equilibria is locally attracting from the appropriate direc-
tion, then there are four cases to consider. Theorem 1 and Theorems 3.3
and 3.4 address the case that E is a uniform strong repeller for both inter-
vals. Theorem 2 treats the case that E is locally attractive for both. If E
were hyperbolic, these would constitute the only generic cases. However, in
the nonhyperbolic case it may occur that E is a uniform strong repeller on
one interval and locally attracting on the other. The result below addresses
these two cases.
Theorem 3.5. Let (H0)–(H5) hold and suppose that T is strongly order
preserving if restricted to the forward invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2}. Assume
that E2 attracts all orbits in [E2, E]K 5 C0 0{E} and that E attracts all
orbits in [E, E1]K 5 C0 (see Theorem 3.2 for sufficient conditions). Let
S=C0 0(B2 2 B).
Then S 5 [E2, E1]K is an unordered, positively invariant set containing no
convergent points and B2 2 B is dense in [E2, E1]K 5 C0. Furthermore,
w(x) … [E2, E]K for each x ¥ C0 5 [E2, E1]K and {x ¥ C : x <K E} … B2. An
analogous result holds if E1 attracts all orbits in [E, E1]K 5 C0 0{E} and E
attracts all orbits in [E2, E]K 5 C0.
Note that S need not be closed, because B need not be open.
Proof. The positive invariance of S is obvious. By the strong order
preserving property, if x ¥ C0 5 [E2, E1]K, there exists a neighborhood U of
E1 in X and t0 \ 0 such that Ttx [K Tt(U 5 C0) for t \ t0. Since U 5 C0
contains a point y of [E, E1]K distinct from E1 and since TtyQ E as
tQ., we conclude that w(x) [K E for all x ¥ C0 5 [E2, E1]K. If
Y=(C0 5 [E2, E1]K) 2 {E2, E1}, then Y is positively invariant, T is
strongly order preserving on Y, and, by the conclusion above and by
Proposition 3.1, Y contains the omega limit set of each of its points. (Cf.
the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2.)
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If x ¥ C and x <K E, then using the strong order preserving property and
the fact that E2 attracts points in [E2, E]K 0{E} we conclude that
w(x) [K E2 and so w(x) … C2. By Proposition 3.1(c), TtxQ E2.
Observe that S 5 [E2, E1]K contains no convergent points since any such
points must converge to E1 but, as shown above, B1 contains no point of
C0 5 [E2, E1]K, hence no point of S. If x, y ¥ S 5 [E2, E1]K and x <K y,
consider the line segment J={sx+(1−s) y : s ¥ [0, 1]} … Y. At most
countably many points of J are nonconvergent points by Theorem 3.5
[ST2] applied to T on Y. No point of J can converge to E2 since then, by
comparison, x ¥ B2, a contradiction. No point of J can converge to E1 or
to E0 since J … C0 5 [E2, E1]K. Therefore, all but countable many points of
J are convergent to E. By comparison again, we conclude that all points of
J except x and y converge to E. Put z=(x+y)/2. Then E2 <K z <K
y <K E1 and by a standard argument using the strong order preserving
property, y must be convergent to E since points arbitrarily near E1 in
[E2, E1]K 5 C0 have this property. This contradiction establishes that
S 5 [E2, E1]K is unordered.
If x=(x1, x2) ¥ S 5 [E2, E1]K then xi ] 0 so if 0 < s < 1 and y=
(sx1, x2), then y ¥ C0 5 [E2, E1]K and x <K y. Since S 5 [E2, E1]K is
unordered, y must belong to B2 2 B. As s may be taken arbitrarily close to
one, we conclude that B2 2 B is dense in [E2, E1]K 5 C0. L
Remark. More can be said if we assume that B1 5 C0=”. The latter
holds if we assume smoothness of T near E1 together with spectral
assumptions on the derivative as in Corollary 3. In this case, our assertions
regarding S 5 [E2, E1]K hold for S and, in addition, we may conclude that
{x ¥ C0 : E [K x} … B.
Now consider the case where T has no equilibria in C0. Compare the
following with Theorem B of [HSW2] where it is assumed that
Int X+i ]” for i=1, 2.
Proposition 3.6. Assume (H0)–(H5), that T is strongly order preserving
if restricted to the forward invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2}, and that {E0} is an
isolated compact invariant set.
Suppose that there are no equilibria of T in C0 and let one of the following
two assumptions hold in addition:
(i) [E2, E1]K is bounded and Tt is condensing for each t > 0.
(ii) E2 is not locally attractive from above or E1 is not locally attractive
from below.
Then either all orbits starting in [E2, E1]K 5 C0 converge to E1 or all such
orbits converge to E2. Furthermore, C0 … B1 2 B2 and, if Bi 5 C0 is
nonempty, then Bi contains a nonempty open set in C0, for i=1, 2.
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Proof. Theorem 3.2 implies the first assertion. Suppose for definiteness
that all orbits of points of C0 5 [E2, E1]K converge to E1. If x ¥ C0 0
[E2, E1]K then w(x) … [E2, E1]K. E0 ¨ w(x) since w(x) ] {E0} by (H2) and
if the assertion were false, the Butler–McGehee lemma would imply the
existence of a u ¥ w(x), u ] E0, such that w(u)=E0, a contradiction to
(H2). If u ¥ w(x) 5 C0, then E2 <K u <K E1 so there is a neighborhood U of
u, not containing any points of C2 2 {E0}, and t0 \ 0 such that E2 [K
Tt(U) [K E1 for t \ t0. Clearly, w(y)=E1 for all y ¥ U by monotonicity
and the first assertion of the proposition. But Ttx ¥ U for some t > 0 so
w(x)=E1. Consequently, we may assume that w(x) 5 C0=”. By connec-
tedness of w(x), w(x) … Ci for some i. By Proposition 3.1, w(x)={Ei}.
The assertion that Bi contains a nonempty open set in C0 if Bi 5 C0 is
nonempty follows in the same way as in Theorem 2. L
We remark that in the case that C0 5 [E2, E1]K … B1 in Proposition 3.6,
B2 5 C0 may be nonempty, in which case it contains a nonempty open
subset of C0. A hypothesis like that of Corollary 3 can be used to conclude
that B2 5 C0=”. Similar remarks apply to the case that C0 5 [E2, E1]K
… B1.
For completeness we mention the following case which cannot occur if T
has the compactness properties (i) in Proposition 3.6. The Proof is similar
to the one in Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.7. Assume (H0)–(H5), that T is strongly order preserving
if restricted to the forward invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2}, and that {E0} is an
isolated compact invariant set. Suppose that both E1 and E2 are locally
attractive from below or above respectively and that there are no equilibria on
C0. Then the union B1 5 B2 of the basins of attraction of E1 and E2 is open
and dense and S=C0 0(B1 2 B2) is unordered.
4. ASYMPTOTICALLY AUTONOMOUS COMPETITIVE SYSTEMS
The focus of this section is on asymptotically autonomous competitive
systems with limit semiflow T, satisfying (H0)–(H3) and (H5). We require
some preliminary results concerning the dynamics of T.
Proposition 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 be satisfied. Then
any compact invariant subset M in C0 5 [E2, E1]K is contained in
[Ec2 , E
c
1]K.
Proof. Let M be a compact invariant subset of C0 5 [E2, E1]K. In par-
ticular E2 <K M<K E1. Since T is strongly order preserving on C0 2
{E1, E2}, there exist relatively open subsets U, V, W of C0 2 {E1, E2} and
some t1 \ 0 such that E2 ¥ U, E1 ¥W,M … V and Tt(U) [K Tt(V) [K Tt(W)
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for all t \ t1. Let u ¥ U 5 [E2, Ec2]K 5 C0, w ¥W 5 [Ec1 , E1]K 5 C0 and
apply Theorem 2 to conclude that w(u), w(w) … [Ec2 , Ec1]K. By the
inequality above, sinceM … V is invariant,M … [Ec2 , Ec1]K. L
Proof of Corollary 4. As B1 contains no nonempty open set in C0 then,
by the last statement in Theorem 2, B1 5 C0=”. Similarly, B2 5 C0=”.
We first show that {Ei}, i=1, 2, are isolated compact invariant sets. Let
U be a neighborhood of E1 which has empty intersection with {E0} 2 C2
and [Ec2 , E
c
1]. If M … U is a nonempty compact and invariant set, then
E0 ¨M and so M 5 C1 … {E1} by Proposition 3.1. It follows that
M0{E1} … C0 and, by Proposition 3.1, M … [E2, E1]K. If x ¥M 5 C0, then
w(x) … [Ec2 , Ec1]K by Theorem 2 which, as w(x) …M … U contradicts our
choice of U. Thus,M={E1}, establishing our claim. Similarly for E2.
Let w be the w-limit set of a pre-compact forward orbit of an asymptot-
ically autonomous semiflow on C with limit semiflow T. Then w … C by
(H6), it is compact and invariant under T [Th1, Theorem 2.5] and, by
Proposition 3.1, w … [E2, E1]K.
If E0 ¥ w, then w={E0}. Indeed, by assumption {E0} is an isolated
compact invariant set, if E0 ¥ w ] {E0}, by Lemma 3.1 in [Th1], there
exists some x ¥ w, x ] E0 such that Tt(x)Q E0 as tQ., a contradiction to
(H2). Therefore, we assume that E0 ¨ w. Suppose that E1 ¥ w ] {E1}. Since
w 5 C1 is a compact invariant set, w 5 C1={E1} by Proposition 3.1. Again
by Lemma 3.1 in [Th1], there exists some x ¥M, x ] E1, such that
Tt(x)Q E1, tQ.. Obviously x ¥ C0, a contradiction to B1 5 C0=”.
Thus, E1 ¥ w implies w={E1}. A similar argument applies to E2. Therefore
we can assume that E0, E1, E2 ¨ w. It follows that w … C0. Proposition 4.1
implies w … [Ec2 , Ec1]K. L
Competitive exclusion need not carry over from orbits of T to pre-
compact orbits of an asymptotically autonomous semiflow on C with limit
semiflow T, but we can conclude that such orbits converge to an equilib-
rium of T.
Theorem 4.2. Let the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6 hold. Then every pre-
compact orbit of an asymptotically autonomous semiflow on X+ which has T
as limit semiflow and satisfies (H6) converges to E0, E1, or E2.
We require the following preliminary results concerning the semiflow T
which use the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. For definiteness, we hereafter
assume that E1 attracts all orbits starting in C0 5 [E2, E1]K.
Lemma 4.3. Let M in C be non-empty, compact, invariant and E0 ¨M.
ThenM … (C0 5 [E2, E1]K) 2 {E1, E2}, and if E2 ¨M thenM={E1}.
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Proof. M … [E2, E1]K by Proposition 3.1 and Ei is the only compact
invariant set in Ci. Since E0 ¨M, then M 5 Ci is compact and invariant in
Ci; so M 5 Ci … {Ei}, i=1, 2. If M does not contain E2, then E2 <K
M [K E1. The strong order preserving property implies that there exists a
relatively open set U and some t1 \ 0 such that E2 ¥ U and Tt(U) [K
M=Tt(M) for all t \ t1. There exists u ¥ U such that TtuQ E1 as tQ..
Letting tQ. in the above inequality leads to M={E1}. L
Lemma 4.4. The singleton set consisting of E2 is an isolated compact
invariant set for T.
Proof. Choose a neighborhood U of E2 which contains no other
equilibria and no point of C1. If M is a nonempty compact invariant subset
of U, then E0 ¨M so M 5 C2 … {E2} by Proposition 3.1. M … [E2, E1]K, so
M can contain no point of C0 since the orbits of all points in
C0 5 [E2, E1]K converge to E1. ThusM={E2}. L
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let w be the w-limit set of a pre-compact
forward orbit of the asymptotically autonomous semiflow satisfying (H6).
Then w … C is compact and invariant under T by Theorem 2.5 of [Th1].
By Proposition 3.1, w … [E2, E1]K.
Assume that E0 ¥ w, but {E0} ] w. Since E0 is an isolated compact
invariant set by Lemma 4.4, by the Butler–McGehee lemma, there exist
some u ¥ w, u ] E0, such that w(u)={E0}. But this is impossible by (H2).
Thus, E0 ¥ w implies w={E0}. Hereafter, we assume that E0 ¨ w.
Assume that E2 ¥ w, but {E2} ] w. By Proposition 3.1, w 5 Ci … {Ei}.
Since {E2} is an isolated compact invariant set, the connectedness of w and
the Butler–McGehee lemma implies the existence of u ¥ w 5 C0 5 [E2, E1]K
such that w(u)=E2. But this contradicts that the omega limit set of all
such points is E1. Thus, E2 ¥ w implies w={E2} so we may assume that
E2 ¨ w. But then by Lemma 4.3, w={E1}. L
Theorem 4.5. Let (H0)–(H5) hold and suppose that T is strongly order
preserving on C0 2 {E1, E2}. Suppose that (a)–(c) of Theorem 1 hold for T.
Then the omega limit set w of any pre-compact orbit of an asymptotically
autonomous semiflow satisfying (H6) with limit semiflow T satisfies w={E1}
or w={E2}, or w … S.
Proof. w … C is a compact T-invariant subset of [E2, E1]K by Theorem
2.5 of [Th1] and by Proposition 3.1. To show that {E1} is an isolated
compact invariant set, let x0=(E+E1)/2, then x0 <K E1 so there exists
t0 \ 0 and an open set U of X containing E1 but no point of E0 2 C2 such
that Ttx0 [K Tt(U 5 (C0 2 {E1}) for t \ t0. Tt(x0)Q E1 as tQ. by (a) of
Theorem 1. If there is a nonempty compact invariant set M … U, then
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M 5 C1 is a compact invariant subset of C1 so it is contained in {E1} by
Proposition 3.1. Thus, M … C0 2 {E1}, and consequently Tt(x0) [K Tt(M)
=M for t \ t0. Letting tQ. we have E1 [K M. But M … [E2, E1]K by
Proposition 3.1, so M={E1}. Thus, {E1} is an isolated compact invariant
set for T. Now suppose that E1 ¥ w ] {E1}. By Lemma 3.1 [Th1], there is
a point w ] E1 and a full T-orbit s: RQ w satisfying s(0)=w, s(t) ¥ U for
t [ 0 and s(t)Q E1 as tQ −.. As U … B1, we conclude that O(w) … B1. If
O(w) — {s(t): t ¥ R} … C1, then O(w) 2 {E1} is a compact invariant subset
of C1 and hence coincides with {E1} by Proposition 3.1. But this contra-
dicts w ] E1. Therefore, O(w) must contain a point of C0 and, since C0, C1
are positively invariant, O(w) … C0 and hence Tt(x0) [K Tt(s(s)) for s [ 0
and t \ t0. Consequently, Tn(x0) [K w=Tn(s(−n)) for large n and letting
nQ., we conclude that E1 [K w, a contradiction to w ] E1 and
w ¥ w … [E2, E1]K. Consequently, if E1 ¥ w, then w={E1}. Indeed, by the
invariance of w, if w 5 B1 ]”, then w={E1}. Similarly, if w 5 B2 ]”,
then w={E2}. But if w contains no point of B1 2 B2, then w … S. L
5. DISCUSSION
Under the assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3), and (H5), with T being
strongly order preserving on the forward invariant set C0 2 {E1, E2} and
{E0} an isolated compact invariant set, two species competition can be
fairly completely classified according to the local attractivity of the one-
species equilibria, E1, E2, provided that at most one coexistence equilib-
rium, E ¥ C0, exists (Theorem 3.2 for u0=E1, v0=E2). When we speak
about ‘almost all orbits’ below, we mean all orbits starting in an open
dense subset whose complement intersected with C0 is unordered and, if the
state space is finite dimensional, of Lebesgue measure 0.
Case 1 (Stable Coexistence). E1 is not locally attractive from below
and E2 is not locally attractive from above.
Then there exists a unique coexistence equilibrium, E ¥ C0, with open
basin of attraction. All orbits converge towards an equilibrium, and under
additional assumptions, all orbits in C0 converge towards E. (See Theorem 2
and Corollary 3 in case Ec1=E
c
2 .)
Case 2.1 (Competitive Exclusion). E1 is not locally attractive from
below, but E2 is locally attractive from above, no coexistence equilibrium.
We have relative competitive exclusion, as all orbits starting in the order
interval between the two one-species equilibria converge to E2. Under
additional assumptions, competitive exclusion holds everywhere as all
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orbits in C0 converge to E2. (See Proposition 3.6 and the remark following
its proof.)
Case 2.2 (Semi-Stability). E1 is not locally attractive from below, but
E2 is locally attractive from above, unique coexistence equilibrium.
In this degenerate case, all orbits starting in a dense subset of the order
interval between the two one-species equilibria converge to either E2 or E.
Under additional assumptions almost all orbits in C0 converge to either E2
or E. (See Theorem 3.5 and the remarks subsequent to its proof.)
Cases 3.1, 3.2. E1 is locally attractive from below, but E2 is not locally
attractive from above.
These cases are symmetric to the Cases 2.1 and 2.2.
Case 4 (Bi-Stability). E1 is locally attractive from below and E2 is
locally attractive from above.
If no coexistence equilibrium exists, both one-species equilibria have non-
empty open basins of attraction and almost all orbits converge to one of
them (Proposition 3.7).
If a (unique) coexistence equilibrium, E, exists (which is the case if Tt is
condensing on [E2, E1]K for each t > 0), this scenario remains unchanged,
if E is an interior point of C and the semiflow is C1 in a neighborhood. An
unordered separatrix separates the two basins of attraction. In the non-
generic case that the derivative at E has its spectral radius equal to one, it
is required to have additional positivity properties, further Tt should be
condensing for all t > 0. (See Theorem 1, Theorem 3.3, and Theorem 3.4.)
In all four cases, almost all orbits converge towards an equilibrium. If
the semiflow is asymptotically autonomous rather than autonomous, the
classification is far less complete and the convergence properties are
inherited from the limit semiflow only in Case 1, Case 2.1 and Case 3.1.
(See Corollary 4, Theorem 4.2, and Theorem 4.5.)
We mention in the Introduction that competition models may also lead
to discrete systems, either directly or indirectly as time maps of periodic
continuous systems (see the results in [HL, HSW2, Ta2]). The main tool in
this paper, for strongly order preserving (asymptotically) autonomous
semiflows, is the result on totally ordered arcs (Theorem 3.5 in [ST2])
which does not seem to have a counterpart for strongly order preserving
maps. It can partially be replaced by the Dancer–Hess result ([DH] or
[He]) on connecting orbits for strictly order-preserving maps, if the image
of [E2, E1]K has compact closure under the map. Along these lines, a
discrete analog of Proposition 3.6(i) has been proved in [HSW2],
Theorem A (see also [HL, Theorem 1.5]), and it is possible to show
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discrete analogs of our Theorem 2 (cf. [HL, Theorem 1.1]). Using asymp-
totically autonomous maps [Zh], one can obtain discrete versions of
Corollary 4 and Theorem 4.2. Discrete analogs of Theorem 1, Theorems
3.4, and 3.5, and of Theorem 4.5, however, have been elusive so far.
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